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ABSTRACT

This article suggests a framework for modeling a Production System Architecture (PSA) in the early phases of product development. The challenge in these phases is that the products to be produced are not completely defined and yet decisions need to be made early in the process on what investments are needed and appropriate to enable determination of obtainable product quality.

In order to meet this challenge, it is suggested that a visual modeling framework be adopted that clarifies which product and production features are known at a specific time of the project and which features will be worked on—leading to an improved basis for prioritizing activities in the project. Requirements for the contents of the framework are presented and literature on production and system models is reviewed. The PSA modeling framework is founded on methods and approaches in literature and adjusted to fit the modeling requirements of a PSA at an early phase of development. The PSA models capture and describe the structure, capabilities and expansions of the PSA under development.

The PSA modeling framework is tested in a case study and the results indicate that the modeling process facilitates identification of critical factors of the PSA, that the PSA models capture and describe the structure, capabilities, and expansions of a PSA under development, and that the PSA models can facilitate dialogue on the PSA between heterogeneous stakeholder groups.
Keywords: Production modeling, system modeling, production architecture, production system architecture, production modeling, product architecture, concurrent engineering.

1 Introduction

When developing a Production System Architecture (PSA), methods exist for describing the product architecture [1–3]; however, when developing a product architecture in parallel with developing new products during technology development, the definition of the products and the production system that existing approaches in literature rely on, are not complete.

To support the development of the production system despite the incomplete definition of both the products and the production system, two approaches may be valuable: (i) Graphically modelling the incompletely defined PSA [4]. (ii) Developing the PSA concurrently with the development of the product architecture that will define the products to be produced by the PSA [5–8]. To accomplish this, however, we need a modelling approach which clearly shows which parts of the product and production system architecture have been defined and stabilized, and which parts are still under development.

Concurrent development of product architecture and a PSA during technology development is illustrated in Figure 1. The production task definition [9] in the early phases includes external factors leading to crucial functional requirements to the production system. In technology development—covering Technology Readiness Levels 1-5 [10]—the product design, product performance, required and obtainable product quality, production processes, and production technologies are still unknown and subjects for consideration by the development team. These uncertainties must be clarified during technology development and the PSA development both affects and is affected by these uncertainties.

The structure of the production system architecture comprises the processing equipment, factory layout, level of automation, organization of the production, planning methods etc. [9]. The production system architecture is derived from the production task, which outlines the functional requirements to the production based on the company’s strategy, what needs to be produced and other external conditions.
crucial for decisions regarding the structure of the production system architecture. The production task is in turn affected by what is determined to be feasible during development—what can be produced.

To facilitate the analysis and synthesis in the development project, we need to make the requirements for the production system visual—gradually—as the products are being designed. The design of the PSA requires gradual determination of performance criteria such as cost, required and obtainable product quality, return on investment, volume, scalability of production capacity and product flexibility [9].

This research focuses on modelling a PSA to support both development and implementation decisions during an early phase of development.

1.1 Structure of the paper

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First the requirements for the model are investigated in section 1.2, by establishing what needs to be clarified during development of the PSA. In section 2, the research aim and method presents the background for the research and how it was performed. In section 3, existing system models and production models in literature are reviewed and compared to the requirements for an early phase PSA model. Section 4 describes the contents of the PSA model and its links to relevant literature. Section 5 describes a case where the PSA modelling framework was applied and the results from implementing the models in the case. Section 6 presents a discussion on the suggested modelling framework based on theory and findings from the case study. Section 7 presents the conclusions from this research.

1.2 Requirements for a Production System Architecture model

Clarification of what modelling elements a model of a PSA should contain is needed by identifying relevant production system design factors. A literature search was performed in Google® Scholar® to identify relevant factors using combinations of the search terms “manufacturing”, “manufacturing system”, “production”, “production system”, “technology”, “process”, “design”, “development”,
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“selection”, and “architecture”. Combinations of two or more terms were used to narrow down the number of search results. The titles of the first fifty results (out of thousands) were used to identify potentially relevant papers. The abstracts of these papers were read to further narrow down the number of papers to identify a pool of relevant papers. To support this identification of papers a checklist of production system design from literature was used as a reference [9] concurrent to reading the abstracts. The focus within this work was to identify factors relevant to modelling a production system under development with uncertainties that need to be clarified; to identify and communicate key factors regarding what it is, what it can do, and what it should be able to do in the planned future.

From reading the papers, ten factors were identified, relevant to the three aforementioned categories. The ten factors are categorized in the following section, forming the requirements of what should be represented in the PSA model during technology development.

1.2.1 Structural elements of a PSA (what is it?)
- The constituent elements, such as sub-systems, the equipment and workstations [1], and structure, where the structure is the organization of the physical elements and their relations [11].
- Links from a production system’s elements and functions to elements of the product architecture through dispositional effects [12].
- Indication of the choice of production technology; a key determinant for achievable functionality of the production system and investments required to implement the production system [9,13].

1.2.2 Functional elements of a PSA (what can it do?)
- Product flexibility, as the capability to produce new product variants economically and quickly [14,15] is necessary when the product architecture description is not complete—the aim should be to obtain the right flexibility [16,17].
• Volume flexibility, as the range of production volume within which the production system can profitably produce products is important in new product introduction [18]

• Processing and setup times, batch sizes, and partially produced goods, as these greatly affect the production system performance [1,19,20].

• Product differentiation points, as these affect product design as well as product and volume flexibility [21].

• Indication of obtainable quality, as quality is generally prioritized over flexibility and should be considered during production system development [22].

1.2.3 Expansions to the PSA (what should it be able to do in the future?)

• Production volume scaling, as moving from a laboratory setting to industrial production scale can require rigorous experiments on industrial production equipment to identify performance parameters and improve obtainable quality [23,24].

• Capabilities, as these can be expanded upon to enable delayed investment for capabilities that are not needed until later on—interfaces between sub-systems are central to facilitating capability expansion [14].

Some of the most critical elements of the production system are the required and obtainable product quality, flexibility for volume and product changes, cost and productivity [9]. As a PSA can be assumed to be incompletely defined during an early phase, a complete model of all these elements may not be achievable or prudent. For example, process technology and scaling principles are highly relevant in the early phases, while batch sizes and setup times are of greater relevance in later phases.

2 Research aim and method

This research focuses on developing a modelling framework that captures and facilitates communication of critical PSA parameters belonging to three facets of the PSA - structure, capabilities,
and expansions - during technology development. In light of uncertainties regarding both the product and production system architectures during technology development, the framework must facilitate a gradual clarification of critical PSA parameters as development progresses. The aim is both to develop and test a modelling framework that supports firms in identifying critical production system development parameters and decisions during technology development. PSA development and parameters need to be clarified across stakeholder groups, so the framework should suit multiple audiences.

2.1 Research method

The modelling framework was developed on the basis of literature, experience, and feedback from practitioners. The literature foundation was formed by a literature review of theories on systems theories, integrated product development, production system design, production modelling, manufacturing flexibility, process platforms, product architectures, and product family development. The researchers drew on experience from research within product family development, production modelling within product development, and integrated product development from the research. Industrial practitioners provided feedback through testing, as well as providing ideas based on best practices and information on requirements for the modelling framework.

2.1.1 Testing the modelling framework

The modelling framework was tested in industry to evaluate whether it would be practical to use in industry, whether critical parameters and decisions would be identified through use of the modelling framework, and whether communication of parameters and decisions with heterogeneous stakeholder groups would be facilitated in the modelling framework.

The researchers’ role was to perform the modelling task with input from interviews and workshops with practitioners, along with existing documents describing the production system. Interviews with multiple stakeholders were used to evaluate the use of the models—supplemented by direct observation.

3 Literature review
The modelling of a PSA during technology development relates primarily to three facets of the PSA: its structure—to identify processes, critical equipment, and process flow; its capabilities—to determine what the PSA is capable of producing; and its expansions—to identify planned and implemented improvements to the PSA’s capabilities.

3.1 Modelling the structure of the PSA

System modelling has been applied to model the structure, where the structure is the organization of the physical elements and their relations [11]. Production systems can be seen and modelled as large systems [25,26], where the constitutive modelling elements are the individual processing equipment and workstations [26]. The relations between structural elements in the production system primarily take the form of material and tool handling.

Flow models are a common way of modelling the structure of a production system and show the processes of the production system and routing or flow between processes [27]. The detail in process flow models varies, from illustrating only the flow between processes to more detailed models identifying product variant creation, utilizing standardized graphic notations, IDEF or UML modelling formalisms, and links to process simulations and routing optimization algorithms [28–33].

Layout models are primarily used to determine an optimal layout of production equipment within the production facilities [20,34]. They can span entire factories or be limited to a single workstation [4] and are focused on the physical layout and relations between equipment.

3.2 Modelling the capabilities of the PSA

Few models depict the capabilities of a production system directly. Some variants of flow models include details such as the product variant differentiation points, which provides an indication of what product variants can be produced by the production system [32]. Layout models may also contain information on capabilities, such as capacity, process, and cycle time [4]. Value Stream Maps (VSM)
depict the capabilities of the whole value chain, mostly in the form of performance parameters (e.g. processing and cycle times) and may contain similar capability information as layout models [35,36].

Capability modelling can utilize graphical elements such as illustrations of product variants at differentiation points and bar graphs for production volume capacity, e.g. in the Generic Production Flow (GPF) [32], or as numerical data on performance parameters [4,37].

Linking the products to the PSA indicates capabilities and has been done for mature product families using linked models for Bill-of-Materials and for product and process platforms [2,38]. These links are utilized in the production process planning approach, but as they are based on optimization using extensive historical data on products and processes [39], this approach is not fitting for direct implementation during technology development. An integrated model can be used to model the production system with the WIP as an integrated part of the model, but this requires multiple models to model the different states of manufacture and the detailed interactions between the parts and the production equipment [5].

3.3 Modelling expansions to the PSA

In literature, quantitative models can compare production technologies on a cost basis with regards to demand and capacity [40], flexibility and uncertainty [41] and the optimal choice of production technology based on investment, costs, capacity capabilities and demand [42]. But these quantitative approaches require input data in the form of demand and cost estimates and lack focus on modelling the constitutive aspect of expansions—how expansions affect not only capabilities but also structural aspects of the expansion plans. The expansions to a PSA can include modelling multiple layout diagrams to show alternative configurations of a workstation, including performance data on each alternative [4], which enables modelling of both structural and capability expansions using multiple uniform models. A multiple model approach is also used with VSMs, where two maps are generally generated: one for the current state and one for the future, improved, state [36].
3.4 Summary of literature review

A variety of approaches to modelling the production system from a diverse set of perspectives exist in literature. Structural models facilitate determination and communication of the structure of the production system, but generally lack information on capabilities and expansions. Existing models that include capabilities are focused on mature production systems producing well-defined product families. While many capabilities of the production system are modelled in existing models, the modelling is either limited to a few performance parameters or relies on extensive data sets on products and processes to support optimization of the production system. Extensive numerical data sets are unavailable during technology development and therefore quantitative expansion modelling is not suitable. Modelling expansions to the production system through the use of multiple models showing the differences between ‘current’ and ‘future’ states have been successfully applied in industry. However, models have not been found that combine a model of the structure and capabilities of the production system with expansion modelling during technology development.

4 A framework for modelling the Production System Architecture

The modelling elements of the PSA modelling framework, illustrated in a generic format in Figure 2, provide information on the PSA from the three distinct perspectives. The structure of the PSA describes what it is by modelling two levels; (i) processes, flows, parts, and tools, and (ii) critical equipment and the definition of product characteristics. The capabilities of the PSA describe what it can do through modelling the product variants produced, the product flexibility and volume flexibility for each main station. The expansion plans describe changes to the structure and capabilities of the PSA that are expected to be realized through investments or other decisions made during the development of the PSA.

4.1 Structure
The structure of the PSA is modelled at two levels—a process level and an equipment level—to describe the structure, the production technology choices made, and the dispositional effects between the PSA and the product architecture. The processes are modelled on the basis of function modelling and the GPF [32,43] to describe the processes and the relations between them in the form of interfaces. The equipment level describes critical equipment and workstations and the critical product characteristics that are defined at each of them.

The process level includes individual processes, groups of interlinked processes modelled as main stations, stock, and material handling. Each process is described with a symbol and a note of critical process parameters that are central to increasing the capabilities of the PSA or determining obtainable product quality. The interfaces between processes describe the flow of parts, work pieces, and tools.

The equipment level description emphasizes the dispositional relationship between the PSA and the product architecture [12]. To achieve changes in product characteristics, equipment linked to the definition of the particular product characteristics may need to be updated or changed—and changes to the equipment may affect the product characteristics linked to the equipment.

4.2 Capability

The capabilities of the PSA represent the functional aspects of the PSA. They are modelled with an emphasis on product variant creation and system level manufacturing flexibility, which includes process, routing, product and volume flexibilities [44]. Flexibility is modelled to indicate what can be handled by the PSA and what its limitations are, while the product variant creation indicates product differentiation points [21] and relates the PSA to the currently known spectrum of achievable product variants.

Process flexibility enables the production of multiple product variants using the same equipment, enabling higher utilization of machines and the ability to react to changes in market demand between product variants [14]. Process flexibility is communicated by modelling the part related parameter ranges available in the main stations and illustrating the known relevant part types that can be produced. Tools and parts are noted to provide information on what needs to be changed to achieve new product variants.
Routing flexibility [44] can be modelled as alternative or optional interfaces using dotted lines. Product related dimensions, geometries, and relevant material parameters that can be handled by the PSA are modelled to allow identification of product variants that can be produced without further investment in the production system. As in the GPF, product differentiation points are modelled to identify the flow for each product variant and the number of product variants that must be handled at each step in the production system [32].

The production volume ranges within which the firm’s production can remain profitable are modelled to communicate the volume flexibility [18].

4.3 Expansion

The future perspectives of the PSA, including how scaling of the PSA will be implemented are described. PSA implementation decisions during development are necessary to increase the capabilities of the PSA, whether dealing with how to increase capabilities during development or how to ramp up capabilities to prepare for product launch. These changes to the capabilities are the result of changes to the equipment or structure of the PSA and can fall into two categories: Planned expansions for which implementation is to be initiated and potential expansions that are defined but will be implemented at a later stage. Potential expansions carry greater uncertainty. The planned and potential changes to the PSA are modelled either as part of a single model, as in the GPF [32], or as a separate model, similar to current and future state Value Stream Maps (VSM) [37]. Each change in the structure or capabilities is colour coded to emphasize both what the changes comprise and their effect on the PSA’s capabilities.

5 Case study

The modelling framework was applied in a 100 Million DKK technology development project aimed at commercializing transducers based on Electro-Active Polymer (EAP) technology [45]. Development was performed in parallel on the base material, production of the EAP-film and transducers, transducer design, high-voltage electronics design, and technology prototypes utilizing EAP-transducer
prototypes. The project involved development of equipment and processes for the production of EAP-film and transducers. Specifications, capacity requirements, quality factors, and the supply chain design were constantly changing and being identified during development. Decisions needed to be made on the design and implementation of the production system based on what it would enable in terms of production and development of EAP-products. The design needed to be communicated to diverse stakeholders to ensure that the production system would fulfil the needs of the firm and the project. Experience showed that existing production flow charts were insufficient for this purpose due to lack of information pertinent to the decisions to be made and unsuitability for communication to stakeholders outside the production development team. Reading the existing models did not communicate the effect on production capabilities and external stakeholders requested more specific information on the effect of expansion plans on product flexibility and feasible production quality – in light of the level of investment needed and the uncertainties of technology development, the aims of development and expansion plans needed to be communicated clearly and effectively to a broad group of stakeholders.

The case covers the pilot production of EAP film, a corrugated silicone film sandwiched between metal electrodes deposited onto the film, in various potential configurations [46]. The PSA comprised six main stations, twenty-eight individual processes, and two main flow paths. The number of explicitly stated film variants was twelve, but in addition to this number, thickness and width of the film could be varied by altering production parameters.

5.1 Modelling process

Initially, three PSA models were created, each depicting a particular time in the development: (2011) the state before the project started; (2013) the plans being implemented at the time of the modelling activity; and (2015) the intended expansions at the end of the project (shown in Figure 3). The three models were presented on a single large poster that also contained capacity increase estimates and information related to project tasks. Decisions on the development and implementation were made with
the support of the models. Revised models for the intended expansions at the end of the project were constructed to reflect the decisions.

The modelling process can be divided into three phases as illustrated in Figure 3: initial model construction and data collection; model refinement; and maintaining the models in the project to ensure expansion decisions were reflected in the models. The initial case models were created during a period of one month. This included two workshops with the participation of the production manager, process engineers, and the project manager on behalf of the case firm. Data sources for the models were expert knowledge inside the production team, existing (but outdated) flow chart models of the production system, and detailed walkthrough and analysis of the production facilities. The models were made and implemented as standalone documents in Microsoft® Visio® and 3D illustrations were created in PTC® CREO® Parametric 1.0. Process icons were made specifically for the novel technology in the case. Large format paper printouts were used for all discussions and workshops.

The PSA models were populated and updated between the workshops as part of model refinement. Feedback sessions were used in combination with model drafts, to increase both the completeness and correctness of the PSA models, as well as adjusting the modelling framework.

The PSA models were maintained over a two-year period where the models were updated as decisions were made regarding expansions of the PSA as the project progressed. The researchers were responsible for updating the software models, while the production manager was responsible for their contents.

5.2 Production System Architecture models

The PSA models—see Figure 4—described the structure, capabilities, and expansion of the EAP-film PSA.

5.2.1 Structure

The models captured the elements of the PSA and their relations; the main stations, critical processes, tools, storage and transport of material, and quality control (QC) stations. Each process
included the primary process parameters that were related to achieving the desired film quality. The main stations were central production equipment or process groups and identified the chosen production technologies in each PSA instance; in the case of the future state PSA model these were the material mixing processes, film coating machine, de-lamination and lamination station, metal deposit machine, pre-conditioning station, and film coating tool cleaning machine.

The equipment level showed the dispositional links between the main stations and product characteristics of the EAP film, i.e. breakdown voltage, film width, and lamination configuration. This identified where the production technologies and equipment affected the obtainable quality of the resulting products.

5.2.2 Capabilities

Product flexibility of the main stations was indicated as the available range in major film parameters: film thickness, width, length, and corrugation pattern. Product variant differentiation points were illustrated by basic film configurations. Volume flexibility was indicated as the maximum capabilities as the production task was focused on prototype production and demonstration of production volume scalability. Cycle times for a film roll of a certain length, width, and thickness were noted for each main station in the PSA model of the production system at the outset of the project, and as relative improvements in the current and future state PSA models.

5.2.3 Expansion

Decisions to be made regarding investment in new equipment critical to the production process were identified and communicated through the PSA models. Intended and implemented scaling of capabilities were noted as improvements from the PSA at the start of the project. The changes included new equipment, flow path changes, product variant production capabilities, dimensional capabilities, and production capacity capabilities. In the models for 2013 and 2015, updated main stations from the 2011 model were indicated by a green border. The production capacity expansions were noted as relative output increases.
As shown in Figure 5, the resulting PSA models were used to communicate the intended expansions to the PSA and their expected benefits to other stakeholders, for whom an understanding of the PSA was valuable either for their own work or for making implementation decisions regarding the PSA. The models shown in Figure 5 were used during discussions on the development of the PSA and what to implement in small focused development sessions (5-10 people) and in larger presentations such as during project conferences (15-20 people). Discussions on the benefits of implementing equipment—highlighted as increased capabilities in the models—and development hurdles led to decisions to change the expansion plans. New model instances were constructed to reflect the changes to the implementation plans. Table 1 lists the main use scenarios for the PSA models in the case project, as well as the main benefit mechanisms in each scenario.

Table 1: Main usage scenarios for the PSA models in the case project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Benefit mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSA analysis and modelling</td>
<td>Poster drafts with in large format prints mounted on wall; details and additions noted directly on printout</td>
<td>Production development engineers; Production manager; Project manager; Modelling experts (researchers)</td>
<td>The process of modelling the PSA required explicit discussions of details on the production system and development plans and unified the view of the PSA and development plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small development decisions</td>
<td>Poster print in large format mounted on wall; discussed and notes / adjustments made directly on printout.</td>
<td>Production development engineers; Production manager; Project manager;</td>
<td>The PSA models provided both a holistic view of the PSA and details which facilitated analyzing what effect decisions regarding one process had on other processes and development tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication of PSA development</td>
<td>Poster print in large format mounted on wall as</td>
<td>Various stakeholders that were both involved with</td>
<td>Explicit communication of the processes and capabilities of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plans to broad stakeholder groups</td>
<td>presentation material; single presenter; viewers at a distance of a few meters.</td>
<td>developing the PSA and were working on development tasks related to production of the technology.</td>
<td>PSA and what was aimed at during the technology development project, including changes in PSA development plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions on PSA development with key stakeholders</td>
<td>Poster print in large format mounted on wall as one-on-one and one-to-few presentations and discussions on PSA.</td>
<td>Production development engineers; Production manager; key stakeholders that were not involved with developing the PSA but were working on development tasks related to production of the technology.</td>
<td>Communication of development aims and status, as well as the expected capabilities in relation to individual stakeholder’s domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment and development budget decisions</td>
<td>Poster print in large format mounted on wall during presentation to the project’s steering committee.</td>
<td>Production manager; Steering committee; project manager.</td>
<td>Clear and explicit communication of investment and development plans, including where resources would be spent and the effect of the expenditure on the PSA’s capabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 **Reception of the models in the case project**

The industry implementation facilitated discussions within the production development team on the production and the parameters involved. These were described as being clearer to the team after the modelling process than before. The sheer number of elements of the PSA and parameters involved made the overview provided by the PSA models valued by participants. Some of the statements made by participants on the value of the models are quoted below:
• “Hearing how the production team was able to use the models for communication—internally and externally—showed me that it was a good solution. The production team could use it and explain it and use it to explain to others what the production was all about.”
• “The information on the production system that was hidden inside our minds has been visualised in the models”
• “It’s good to use with people that do not have the in-depth understanding of what our production system is about”
• “The models give us an overview of the solutions and where potential changes may affect the following processes—do they have a detrimental effect on the other processes?”
• “We needed to communicate what the activity is, what the process is, and what is critical—this is captured in the production [system] architecture models”

6 Discussion

The PSA modelling framework is evaluated against the required contents listed in section 1.2.

6.1 Structural elements of a PSA

The structure of the PSA—its sub-systems, equipment, production technologies, and their relations [1,9,11]—is described at a level of detail suitable for use during technology development. The physical elements of the PSA and their functional relations can be identified, while their physical structure and the PSA layout are omitted. The main focus during technology development is to prove the ability to produce products and investigate obtainable quality, which was supported by the PSA modelling framework. The scale required for commercial production volumes—where layout design is important—was not being reached at that point. Identifying dispositional links to the product architecture [12], quality parameters [24], and incorporation of quality control points [22] is supported by the PSA modelling framework.

6.2 Functional elements of a PSA
The proposed models include capability descriptions fulfilling the requirements. The PSA models indicated the obtainable product quality, described the capabilities within product flexibility, and plans for scaling up production volume. Batch sizes and processing times were included as scaling volume up to industrial production volumes is an important factor in technology development [23,24], but cost, economical production volume, setup times, and buffers for partially produced goods were omitted as these were considered to be of little relevance during the level of technology development reached within the project.

6.3 Expansions to the PSA

The expansion modelling in the case study focused on the expansions to be implemented within the project. Decisions on expansions in the case project were modelled in two ways in the models: (i) The explicit modelling of decisions yet to be made by the production development team and (ii) the implicit modelling of decisions made by the production development team, modelled as planned expansions. The models supported decisions to change expansion plans as the resulting capability expansions were deemed to not be necessary within the scope of the technology development project. System models support decision making through modelling of those consequences of decisions that are most relevant to the aims of the development task [47]. The results of these decisions were then reflected in updated models that showed what was actually implemented and communicated the results to relevant stakeholders.

6.4 Use of the PSA models

The industry implementation showed that the PSA models could be constructed within a short time period using a well-known software package using limited resources and were suitably scoped to the needs in the case—important aspects of a model’s practicality [48].
The feedback from participants clearly stated that the models supported identification of critical parameters and decisions to be made regarding the PSA. The modelling process itself was also noted as a valuable catalyst for discussions and identification of parameters.

The common, simplified perspective [49] provided by the PSA models facilitated exploration of the PSA by heterogeneous stakeholder groups. Observations of the PSA models as focal points for discussions support previous results on the value of architecture models and graphical descriptions as means to facilitate communication between heterogeneous stakeholders [4,50].

6.5 Research limitations

Limitations to the research are considered with regard to: number of cases, industry, and development phase. The research is limited to an in-depth study of an ongoing, single case followed closely. The case industry is concerned with discrete manufacturing of rolls of polymer film deposited with thin layers of metal. The main focus of the framework is modelling the production system architecture during technology development to support investment decisions—with uncertainties regarding product and production system architectures. The appropriateness of the framework for other industries has not been empirically evaluated. A limitation on its applicability may also include its use for simpler tasks or in development environments with less uncertainty.

However, while any case can be considered unique, there are elements in the industrial project that can be of relevance for other firms and other industries. Technology development occurs in conjunction with product and production development in other industries where these circumstances also arise [51]. The development of production processes to increase obtainable product quality and production capacity is also described in literature involving other firms [23]. Furthermore, the modelling framework is founded on theoretical literature on systems and production modelling, production system design, and production flexibility. Therefore, it is likely that there are other firms in industry that could benefit from applying this modelling framework.
7 Conclusion

During technology development, before the products have been fully defined it is sometimes necessary to invest in production equipment to obtain production capabilities to e.g. determine obtainable product quality on industrial production equipment, produce prototypes, and develop production processes. To obtain fitting production capabilities, what constitutes fitting capabilities and what elements of a production system need to be taken into account must be identified; a decision must also be made on which production capabilities shall be acquired and how. The structure of the production system must be identified, the capabilities of a production system with that structure must be determined, and the expansion of the capabilities through production system development should be decided. A modelling framework, aimed at supporting the development of a Production System Architecture (PSA) concurrently with development of a product architecture from an early phase, the PSA modelling framework, has been proposed. The modelling framework builds upon and combines elements from existing literature to capture and present the structure, capabilities and expansions of a PSA during development. The contribution of this work lies in modelling the combination of structure, capabilities, and expansions during technology development.

A case study has presented the implementation of the modelling approach in industry during technology development with parallel product architecture and PSA development. Case study results indicated that (i) the modelling process facilitated identification of critical PSA parameters; (ii) the framework captured and presented implicit and explicit decisions made, or to be made, by the production development team; (iii) the resulting models facilitated dialogue between heterogeneous stakeholder groups and by confronting recipients with a concrete perspective on the PSA and its capabilities; (iv) the framework is fit for implementation in a dynamic, uncertain, environment at an early phase of development.

The validity of the framework lies in its theoretical foundation and its implementation in a case study in industry. The implementation in an industrial case within the intended environment where
decisions were made within a heterogeneous group of stakeholders was considered valuable. As the framework is developed on the basis of a broad theoretical foundation and literature has examples of cases where product and production development is performed concurrently from an early phase, it can likely be transferred to other similar environments.

**Future** research opportunities include further testing iterations to refine the framework, implementing the modelling approach in more projects, implementing the framework in a project where it could be followed from technology development until handover to mature new product development processes, and identifying how the framework can interface with more mature development processes.
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